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NOTE

Walking Out on the Check: How Missouri Abandoned Its Public Defenders and Left the Poor to Foot the Bill

*State ex rel. Missouri Public Defender Commission v. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d 870 (Mo. 2009) (en banc).*

CHRIS DANDURAND*

November 2008

"We’re on the verge of collapse."1 – J. Marty Robinson, Director of the Missouri State Public Defender System.

March 2009

"I think it burns you out... [I]t was just an ongoing amount of wear and tear that just wore you out."2 – Kevin O’Brien, on leaving the Missouri State Public Defender System after ten years.

October 2009

"And so each day in Missouri, the State places the lives of poor citizens into the hands of attorneys who are underpaid, overworked, and badly supervised."3 – Assessment of the Missouri State Public Defender System prepared by The Spangenberg Group.

---

* B.S.B.A., Saint Louis University, 2007; J.D., University of Missouri School of Law, 2011. I would like to thank Professor Rodney Uphoff for his practical insight and encouragement. Professor Paul Litton also provided valuable advice and guidance.


MISSOURI LAW REVIEW

1. INTRODUCTION

The Missouri State Public Defender System (MSPD) is at a tipping point. Every day, public defenders risk violating standards of professional responsibility and fight claims of ineffective assistance of counsel. New attorneys enter the practice with ever-increasing amounts of law school debt and see little incentive to endure the workload of the public defender system for any longer than it takes to find a different job. In State ex rel. Missouri Public Defender Commission v. Pratte, the Supreme Court of Missouri acknowledged these problems and attempted to provide the MSPD with a means of keeping the state’s indigent defense system afloat. After all, the constitutions of the United States and the State of Missouri grant each Missourian the right to counsel in criminal prosecutions, regardless of the defendant’s ability to pay.

This Note looks at the Pratte decision, which arose primarily from the MSPD’s most recent effort to cope with its drastically insufficient level of funding. In Missouri, as in many other states, the funding crisis has manifested itself in the form of extremely high caseloads for public defender offices. Straining to prevent a system-wide collapse, the Missouri Public De-

---

4. See THE CONSTITUTION PROJECT, NAT’L RIGHT TO COUNSEL COMM., JUSTICE DENIED: AMERICA’S CONTINUING NEGLECT OF OUR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO COUNSEL 6-7 (2009), available at www.constitutionproject.org/manage/file/139.pdf [hereinafter JUSTICE DENIED] (discussing obstacles faced by public defenders attempting to provide competent, diligent, and effective assistance of counsel as required by the Sixth Amendment).

5. THE SPANGENBERG GROUP, supra note 3, at 7 (“Because of the low public defender salaries, some offices were losing public defenders to the prosecutor’s office.”). Public defenders often cite the current state of the economy and the lack of meaningful jobs as the reason they do not leave the MSPD. Id. at 14. Low salaries have pushed some public defenders in Missouri to take on second jobs, such as pizza delivery, retail, bartending, truck driving, babysitting, and waiting tables. Id. at 15. One public defender bluntly stated: “[I]f you want to raise a family, buy a house and a car, that’s not going to happen [if you are a public defender].” JUSTICE DENIED, supra note 4, at 63. Public defenders often see a lack of parity between a prosecutor’s salary and their own. See Mary Sue Backus & Paul Marcus, The Right to Counsel in Criminal Cases, A National Crisis, 57 HASTINGS L.J. 1031, 1096-97 (2006); Ronald F. Wright, Parity of Resources for Defense Counsel and the Reach of Public Choice Theory, 90 IOWA L. REV. 219 (2004).

6. 298 S.W.3d 870 (Mo. 2009) (en banc).

7. U.S. CONST. amend. VI; MO. CONST. § 18(a); see also Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 348 (1963).

8. See Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 877. A 2006 report assembled by the Missouri Senate concluded that “the probability that public defenders are failing to provide effective assistance of counsel and are violating their ethical obligations to their clients increases every day.” CORRECTED REPORT OF SENATE INTERIM COMMITTEE ON THE MISSOURI STATE PUBLIC DEFENDER SYSTEM (2007), available at

http://scholarship.law.missouri.edu/mlr/vol76/iss1/6
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fender Commission (Commission) enacted regulations that gave each district office of the public defender the power to manage its caseload. These regulations effectively gave each district office the discretion to deny representation to indigent defendants who were otherwise entitled to counsel under Missouri law. When circuit court judges began rejecting public defenders’ attempts to employ the regulations, several different public defenders and the Commission sued to enjoin enforcement of the trial courts’ orders.

Pratte is a consolidation of three writs of prohibition filed against three separate Missouri judges. At the circuit court level, in Pratte, the public defender sought a writ of prohibition to prevent Judge Pratte from appointing the public defender to represent an indigent defendant in contravention of the Commission’s regulations. In State ex rel. Missouri Public Defender Commission v. Hamilton, the Missouri Court of Appeals, Western District, consolidated writs of prohibition against two judges, Judge Hamilton and Judge Oxenhandler; each writ sought to prevent the judge from appointing a public defender to represent an indigent defendant. At the Supreme Court of Missouri level, Pratte consolidated the writ against Judge Pratte and the writs against Judges Hamilton and Oxenhandler.

In Pratte, the Supreme Court of Missouri recognized the critical nature of the situation at the MSPD and attempted to provide measures that would help reduce the demand for public defender services. While the court resolved the three writs of prohibition at issue in Pratte, a brief analysis of the court’s suggestions leaves the MSPD with little reason to believe that assistance is on the way. It is unclear whether the legislature will respond to the opinion by providing the necessary funds of its own accord or if it will be the courts that ultimately provide the impetus for increased funding. However, the opinion does give rise to one fairly conservative prediction: excessive caseload litigation on behalf of the MSPD is not over in Missouri. The following discussion aims to clarify the implications of the Supreme Court of Missouri’s attempt to manage the potentially disastrous – and fast-approaching – collapse of the Missouri State Public Defender System.
II. FACTS AND HOLDING

It is no secret that the Missouri State Public Defender System is overworked and underfunded.16 The office of the public defender faces a caseload crisis, caused in part by an ever-increasing number of prosecutions and a lack of commensurate increases in resources for the system.17 Noticing the predicament, in 2006, the Missouri Senate authorized an interim committee to study the state's public defender system.18 The committee found that six years had passed without the public defender's office adding any staff, yet the system's annual caseload totals rose by 12,000 cases.19 Further, the committee noted problems concerning attorney retention,20 office management,21 and office space.22 The increasing caseload and inadequate resources led the Commission to seek a remedy, which in turn gave rise to the issues the court addressed in Pratte.

Under Missouri Revised Statutes section 600.017(10), the Missouri Public Defender Commission has the power to promulgate "any rules needed for the administration of the state public defender system."23 In December of 2007, the Commission exercised this power by enacting title 18, section 10-4.010 of the Missouri Code of State Regulations (18 CSR 10-4.010) to create a protocol that limits the number of cases a district office of the public defender can accept.24 This protocol comes into effect when the circuit court places the district office on "limited availability" status.25 A district office

16. See REPORT OF SENATE INTERIM COMMITTEE, supra note 8; Justine Finney Guyer, Note, Saving Missouri's Public Defender System: A Call for Adequate Legislative Funding, 74 Mo. L. REV. 335, 352 (2009).
17. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 877. "[I]n the early 1980s, one in 97 Missourians was under correctional control - either in jail or prison or on probation or parole. In 2007, by contrast, one in 36 was under correctional control, and 32 percent of those were incarcerated in prison or jail." Id. (footnote omitted).
18. Id.
19. REPORT OF SENATE INTERIM COMMITTEE, supra note 8.
20. Id. ("The Public Defender System . . . averag[es] a 20% turnover each year. Several of the reasons attorneys raised for leaving the system were excessive caseload, low salary, and lack of training.").
21. Id. ("Currently, almost all . . . attorneys in supervisor positions, carry full caseloads. . . . [T]he result is inadequate training, mentoring, and supervising of personnel.").
22. Id. ("[T]he office space is often inadequate.").
23. Mo. REV. STAT. § 600.017(10) (2000). However, the rules may not conflict with Missouri statutes. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 882.
24. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 878; see also MO. CODE REGS. ANN. tit. 18, § 10-4.010(2)(A) (2007).
25. The rule provides:
When the director determines that a district office has exceeded the maximum caseload standard for a period of three (3) consecutive calendar months, the director may limit the office's availability to accept additional
acquires limited availability status when its caseload exceeds the maximum caseload standard permitted under 18 CSR 10-4.010 for three consecutive months. In calculating a district office’s maximum caseload, Missouri incorporates national standards approved by the National Advisory Council of the United States Department of Justice Task Force on the Courts in 1972. The three writs of prohibition that form the issues in Pratte arose out of public defenders’ attempts to limit their caseloads using the Commission’s protocol as established by 18 CSR 10-4.010.

A. Facts in Writ Against Judge Pratte

In Missouri Public Defender Commission v. Pratte, the Commission, Director of the Missouri Public Defender System J. Marty Robinson, and District Public Defender Wayne Williams petitioned the Supreme Court of Missouri for a preliminary writ of prohibition seeking to restrain the trial court judge from appointing a public defender to a case. The petitioners argued that Judge Pratte violated the Commission’s caseload limiting rule – 18 CSR 10-4.010(2) – by appointing the public defender to represent an indigent defendant while the district office was certified as one of limited availability. Title 18, section 10-2.010(2) (18 CSR 10-2.010(2)) of the Missouri Code of State Regulations prohibited access to public defender services for an indigent person who previously had retained private counsel, the defendant cases by filing a certification of limited availability with the presiding judge of each circuit or chief judge of each appellate court affected.


26. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 879. Under the caseload standards, an assistant public defender has 1,752 available hours per year. Id. To calculate a district office’s maximum allowable caseload standard, multiply the number of available hours per year (1,752) by the number of lawyers in the district office. Id. To determine a district office’s actual caseload, the Commission determines the number of cases assigned to the office in each category of case type, then multiplies each case by the number of hours that a lawyer should normally devote to that type of case, and totals the numbers to determine the actual number of hours needed for attorneys to handle the caseload assigned to that district. Id. If the actual number of hours needed to handle the caseload is greater than the maximum allowable caseload standard in a district for three months, the district is placed on “limited availability.” Id.

27. Id. at 878, app. A.

28. Id. at 880.

29. Id. at 881. The State had charged the defendant with first-degree assault and abuse of a child. Id.

30. Id.

31. Mo. Code Regs. Ann., tit. 18, § 10-2.010(2) (2007). The rule provides: The State Public Defender System shall not represent indigent defendants who have at any time during the pendency of the case retained private counsel. The public defender shall not be available to assume representation where private counsel is allowed by court order to withdraw from re-
in the case previously had retained private counsel paid for by his friends and relatives. After Judge Pratte overruled the individual public defender’s motion to rescind the appointment, the petitioners filed a petition for a preliminary writ of prohibition in the Supreme Court of Missouri, and the court granted the writ. The other two cases arose from different facts, but similarly challenged the validity of the Commission’s rules.

B. Facts in Writ Against Judge Oxenhandler

Another regulation promulgated by the Commission, 18 CSR 10-4.010, permits a district on limited availability to designate categories of cases for exclusion after a consultation between the court, the prosecution, and the public defender’s office. Relying upon this regulation, the public defender office chose to exclude from its services representation of all new probation revocation cases in which a suspended execution of sentence had been previously imposed. In a case immediately following the public defender office’s decision, a defendant came before the court for violating probation under a suspended execution of sentence and requested a public defender. In contravention of the Commission’s rule, Judge Oxenhandler appointed the public defender’s office to represent the indigent defendant. The appointed public defender, the Commission, and Director Robinson responded by filing a petition for a writ of prohibition in the Missouri Court of Appeals, Western District, against Judge Oxenhandler.

First, the Western District consolidated the case with Judge Hamilton’s case and issued preliminary orders of prohibition to prevent both judges from proceeding further in the cases before them. Subsequently, a three-judge panel concluded that Missouri Revised Statutes section 600.042.2 mandates that the State provide representation for indigent defendants facing probation violations and that the Commission cannot promulgate regulations in conflict with the statutory mandate. As a result, the court quashed the preliminary order of prohibition and denied the public defender’s request to re-

---

Id.
32. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 881.
33. Id.
35. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 883.
36. Id.
37. Id. at 883-84.
38. Id. at 884.
39. See infra notes 43-49 and accompanying text.
41. Id.
strain Judge Oxenhandler’s decision to appoint a public defender to the case.\textsuperscript{42}

\section*{C. Facts in Writ Against Judge Hamilton}

As noted above, the Western District consolidated the writ against Judge Oxenhandler with the writ against Judge Hamilton.\textsuperscript{43} In the case involving Judge Hamilton, the indigent defendant appeared without counsel after being charged with violation of probation.\textsuperscript{44} Because the district was certified as one of limited availability, Judge Hamilton appointed District Public Defender Kevin O’Brien to represent the defendant in O’Brien’s private capacity “as a member of the local bar.”\textsuperscript{45} O’Brien argued that Missouri Revised Statutes section 600.021.2 expressly disqualifies any public defender from appointment in his private capacity as a member of the local bar.\textsuperscript{46} O’Brien filed a petition for a writ of prohibition in the Missouri Court of Appeals, Western District, which issued a preliminary writ prohibiting the judge from appointing O’Brien to represent the defendant.\textsuperscript{47} Upon consolidation with the writ against Judge Oxenhandler, the Western District agreed with O’Brien and made the preliminary prohibition absolute as to Judge Hamilton, thereby restraining Judge Hamilton from appointing any public defender to represent an indigent defendant in that attorney’s capacity as a member of the local bar.\textsuperscript{48} The Supreme Court of Missouri took the case and consolidated Judge Pratte’s case with the previously consolidated writs against Judges Oxenhandler and Hamilton.\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{42} Id.
\textsuperscript{43} Id.
\textsuperscript{44} State ex rel. Mo. Pub. Defender Comm’n v. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d 870, 885 (2009) (en banc).
\textsuperscript{45} Id. Section 600.042.5(1) of the Missouri Revised Statutes provides that “[t]he director may . . . [d]elegate the legal representation of any person to any member of the state bar of Missouri.” A district is certified as of limited availability by following a specified protocol. See supra notes 24-27 and accompanying text. When a district is certified as of limited availability, the district may begin turning away certain specified defendants. See Mo. Code Regs. Ann. tit. 18, § 10-4.010 (2007).
\textsuperscript{48} Id.
\textsuperscript{49} Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 874.
\end{flushright}
D. Holding

Essentially, the petitioners filed two of the writs at issue in Pratte because in appointing the public defender to the cases, the trial court disregarded the Commission's rules. The public defender filed the third writ because in appointing him in his private capacity, the trial court disregarded a Missouri statute.

As a result, the court unanimously held that (1) the portion of the Commission's rule prohibiting public defender services for an indigent person who had previously retained counsel is invalid because a rule permitting such a categorical denial "contravenes the factors that, by statute, must be taken into account when determining eligibility" for the public defender's services; (2) the portions of the Commission's rule allowing the district public defender to choose categories of cases to be designated for exclusion from public defender representation is invalid because the Commission does not have the authority to promulgate rules that eliminate a category of indigent defendants whom Missouri law requires the public defender to represent; and (3) the trial court lacks authority to appoint a public defender in his personal capacity because Missouri Revised Statutes section 600.021.2 "mandates that public defenders cannot be appointed in their private capacity."

III. LEGAL BACKGROUND

A. Compliance with the Sixth Amendment in Missouri

The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides, "In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right . . . to have Assistance of Counsel for his defence." In the 1942 case of Betts v. Brady, the Supreme Court of the United States held that this right was not guaranteed to defendants in state courts. Twenty years later, however, the Court revisited

50. Id. at 880.
51. Id.
52. Id. at 882-83.
53. Id. at 885.
54. Id. at 886. Contrary to the State's position, the court concluded that Missouri Revised Statutes section 600.021.2 is not unconstitutional because "judges have the ability . . . to appoint almost any lawyer from The Missouri Bar to represent indigent defendants and ensure their constitutional right to counsel is met but not someone who also happens to be a public defender." Id. Thus, because enough other attorneys are available for appointment, prohibiting the appointment of O'Brien or other public defenders does not render the statute unconstitutional. Id.
55. U.S. CONST. amend. VI.
56. 316 U.S. 455, 461 (1942) ("The Sixth Amendment of the national Constitution applies only to trials in federal courts.").
this issue in the landmark 1963 case of Gideon v. Wainwright.\(^5\) In Gideon, the State of Florida charged Clarence Earl Gideon with breaking and entering into a poolroom with the intent to commit a misdemeanor.\(^5\) Gideon appeared in front of the trial court without funds or representation, requesting that the court appoint counsel for him.\(^5\) The court denied the request, citing a Florida law that only required appointment of counsel when the defendant is charged with a capital offense.\(^5\) In response to the court's denial, Gideon famously—and mistakenly at the time—responded, "The United States Supreme Court says I am entitled to be represented by Counsel."\(^5\) Rejecting Gideon's bold assertion, the trial court then forced Gideon to represent himself, and the jury returned a verdict of guilty.\(^5\) On appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, the Court reversed the Betts decision and declared it an "obvious truth" that "any person haled into court, who is too poor to hire a lawyer, cannot be assured a fair trial unless counsel is provided for him."\(^5\) Accordingly, the Court unanimously held that the Sixth Amendment compels state courts to provide counsel to all felony defendants who are unable to afford their own representation.\(^5\) Gideon's case was remanded, and the State of Florida put him on trial again, this time with a defense attorney who secured an acquittal.\(^5\)

The Missouri Constitution also declares the right to assistance of counsel in criminal trials,\(^5\) but the state has not always provided a system to adequately fulfill this right of the accused.\(^5\) Throughout much of the state's

---

58. Id. at 336.
59. Id. at 337.
60. Id.
63. Id. at 344.
64. Id. at 343-44.
66. MO. CONST. art. I, § 18(a) provides:

That in criminal prosecutions the accused shall have the right to appear and defend, in person and by counsel; to demand the nature and cause of the accusation; to meet the witness against him face to face; to have process to compel the attendance of witnesses in his behalf; and a speedy public trial by an impartial jury of the county.

67. See State v. Green, 470 S.W.2d 571, 572-73 (Mo. 1971) (recognizing that Missouri lawyers have in the past fulfilled without compensation the state's obligation to provide counsel for indigent defendants).
history, private lawyers in Missouri provided representation to indigent defendants without compensation and without reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses. It was not until 1971, in *State v. Green*, that the Supreme Court of Missouri determined that the state’s private lawyers should no longer shoulder the government’s burden of providing assistance of counsel in criminal cases and essentially demanded that the Missouri legislature create a solution within a year.

The legislature responded to the Supreme Court of Missouri’s mandate, and in 1972 Missouri enacted Missouri Revised Statutes Chapter 600, which created “a blended system of local public defender offices and appointed counsel programs under the auspices of a Public Defender Commission.” The statutory system created public defender offices in St. Louis and Kansas City and utilized paid appointments in the rest of the state. That same year, the U.S. Supreme Court granted certiorari in *Argersinger v. Hamlin* to address the widespread interpretation of *Gideon* that the Sixth Amendment only guaranteed assistance of counsel for felony charges or in jury trials. Rejecting that interpretation, *Argersinger* held that “absent a knowing and intelligent waiver, no person may be imprisoned for any offense, whether classified as petty, misdemeanor, or felony unless he was represented by counsel at his trial.” As a result, the line was clear for every judge: no accused shall be imprisoned unless counsel represents the accused at trial.

By 1981, the funding appropriated by the Missouri General Assembly to support the public defender system was running out before the end of each fiscal year. In *State ex rel. Wolff v. Ruddy*, an appointed private attorney asked the court to compel the State of Missouri to pay her for the work she performed, even after the indigent defense funds had already dried up. The court found that it did not have the power to compel such a result and instead held that it would compel members of the Missouri Bar to represent indigent defendants until the legislature chose to fix the lack of funding. Taking into

---

68. Id.
69. *Id.* at 573 (“[T]his court, after [one year], will not compel the attorneys of Missouri to discharge alone ‘a duty which constitutionally is the burden of the State.’”) (emphasis added) (quoting State v. Rush, 217 A.2d 441, 446 (N.J. 1966)).
71. 2009 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 70, at 2. Money from Federal Law Enforcement Assistance Grants and state-created “High Impact” grants funded the system. *Id.*
73. *Id.* at 37.
74. *Id.* at 40.
75. See *State ex rel. Wolff v. Ruddy*, 617 S.W.2d 64, 65 (Mo. 1981) (en banc).
76. See *id.* at 64.
77. *Id.* at 65, 67.
account the “public service” nature of the profession and balancing the “obligation to deal fairly and justly with the members of the legal profession,” the court established temporary guidelines that required attorneys to accept cases without pay. The court reasoned that both the community and Missouri's interests were best served by guaranteeing the continued existence of the criminal justice system because without it “the guilty cannot be convicted nor the innocent be acquitted.”

Again the legislature responded, and in 1982 the Office of the Missouri State Public Defender was created as an “independent state department within the judicial branch.” Missouri Revised Statutes section 600.042 authorized the director of each of the MSPD’s offices to determine whether an accused was indigent, and if so, to appoint a “contract counsel” to the case. Thus, the system of “appointed counsel” was replaced by a system of “contract counsel,” under which private practitioners received a fixed contract in exchange for taking on a particular area’s indigent defendant caseload. However, costs began rising in the contract counsel program, and the department struggled to find private practitioners willing to take on indigent cases for the fees paid by the MSPD. The system underwent reorganization in 1989, eliminating contract counsel and replacing them with professional, full-time public defenders that staffed offices covering all counties within the state.

The MSPD continues to employ this system today.

B. Statutory Authority of the Commission

The General Assembly, through Missouri Revised Statutes section 600.017, delegates certain powers to the Commission in order to operate the public defender system. Specifically, the Commission has the power to “[m]ake any rules needed for the administration of the state public defender system.” The director of the MSPD also has the authority to “promulgate necessary rules, regulations and instructions . . . defining the organization of his office and the responsibilities of public defenders.” However, the Commission and the director are only granted authority to promulgate neces-
sary rules that do not conflict with statutes. Indeed, it is well settled in Missouri law that a regulation conflicting with a statute or constitution must fall. Therefore, the Commission must avoid conflict with the federal and state constitutions, as well as with state statutes.

IV. INSTANT DECISION

The Supreme Court of Missouri took jurisdiction in Pratte to address two issues: (1) whether the Commission exceeded the authority granted to it by section 600.017(10) in promulgating rules that categorically exclude certain defendants from representation and (2) whether the trial court exceeded the authority granted by Missouri Supreme Court Rule 31.02(a) in appointing the public defender in his private capacity “as a member of the local bar.” When under appellate review such questions are a matter of law and are reviewed independently of the trial court decision. In its opinion, the court first laid out a brief history of indigent defense services in Missouri. Next, it analyzed and ruled on the writs of prohibition against the trial court judges. Finally, the court suggested measures that the parties might take to relieve the MSPD’s excessive caseloads.

91. See State ex rel. v. Mo. Pub. Defender Comm’n v. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d 870 (Mo. 2009) (en banc); see also State ex rel. Teefey v. Bd. of Zoning Adjustment, 24 S.W.3d 681, 684 (Mo. 2000) (en banc) (“[T]he reviewing court should hold the decision to be illegal and void if the [administrative body] exceeds the authority granted to it.”).
92. Mo. SUP. CT. R. 31.02(a) provides:
In all criminal cases the defendant shall have the right to appear and defend in person and by counsel. If any person charged with an offense, the conviction of which would probably result in confinement, shall be without counsel upon his first appearance before a judge, it shall be the duty of the court to advise him of his right to counsel, and of the willingness of the court to appoint counsel to represent him if he is unable to employ counsel. Upon a showing of indigency, it shall be the duty of the court to appoint counsel to represent him.
93. See Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 885-86, 874; see also State ex rel. Shaw v. Provaznik, 708 S.W.2d 337, 341 (Mo. App. E.D. 1986) (holding that a writ of prohibition is appropriate when the trial court has exceeded its authority in appointing a public defender).
94. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 881.
95. ld. at 875-80.
96. ld. at 880-86.
97. ld. at 886-89.
A. Writ Against Judge Pratte

The writ against Judge Pratte concerned a criminal defendant who had previously retained private counsel, but ran out of money and requested a public defender.98 The judge appointed a public defender in violation of the Commission's rule withholding services from any defendant who had previously retained counsel, which prompted the public defender to file a motion to rescind the appointment.99 The question before the court was whether the Commission had the authority to promulgate a rule that denied public defender services to any defendant who had retained a private attorney during the case.100

First, the court acknowledged that the General Assembly vested certain powers in the Commission, including the authority to “[m]ake any rules needed for the administration of the state public defender system.”101 The court noted that the Commission and the director's authority to create such rules was limited to the extent those rules could not conflict with existing statutes.102 The court also acknowledged section 600.086.1, which provides, “A person shall be considered eligible for representation [by the public defender] . . . when it appears from all the circumstances of the case . . . that the person . . . is indigent.”103 On the other hand, the Commission's rule aimed at reducing caseloads, 18 CSR 10-2.010(2), expressly disqualifies a defendant who “at any time during the pendency of the case retained private counsel.”104 Finally, the court noted that while the initial determination of indigency is left to the Commission, either party may motion the court to request a final determination of eligibility for a public defender.105

In resolving the writ against Judge Pratte, the court determined that the restriction in 18 CSR 10-2.010(2) directly conflicted with the requirements of section 600.086, because “[a]lthough [section 600.086] grants the [C]ommission the power to determine indigency, 18 CSR 10-2.010 actually denies representation to people who in fact may be indigent.”106 As such, the Commission's rule deeming a defendant ineligible because he had previously retained counsel was beyond the authority of the Commission.107 Indeed, judges are required to follow the regulations created by the Commission,
except when such regulations conflict with statutory law. Therefore, any regulation categorically denying representation by a public defender must necessarily fall because it violates section 600.086.1; section 600.086.1 requires consideration of "all the circumstances." The court invalidated the conflicting language of 18 CSR 10-2.010(2), and then turned to the writ against Judge Oxenhandler.

B. Writ Against Judge Oxenhandler

The writ against Judge Oxenhandler involved a criminal defendant who violated his probation under a suspended execution of sentence after the district had categorically excluded services for alleged probation violations. The question for the Supreme Court of Missouri was "whether the public defender's office has the right to restrict or eliminate a specified category of indigent defendants from representation when its office becomes overburdened."

The court indicated that section 600.042.4(3) requires the director and defenders to provide legal services to an indigent person "[w]ho is detained or charged with a violation of probation or parole." It then pointed out that the Sixth Amendment right to counsel operates no differently for indigent defendants accused of violating their probation than it does for all other indigent defendants. The court interpreted 18 CSR 10-4.010 as permitting the districts to exclude a category of indigent defendants who are entitled to representation under Chapter 600. As a result, the court again held that the Commission lacked the authority to promulgate a rule categorically depriving a group of defendants of its statutory right to counsel. The court then proceeded to address the writ against Judge Hamilton.

108. See id. at 882-83.
109. See id.
110. Id. at 883. The court made a point to note that since none of the indigent defendants participated in the writ proceeding, the decision did not affect their individual rights to counsel from the public defender or otherwise. Id. at 883 n.29. As a result, the court directed the circuit court to reexamine whether the public defender should be appointed in light of the other factors discussed in the opinion. Id.
111. Id. at 883; see also supra Part II.B.
113. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 885; MO. REV. STAT. § 600.042.4(3) (2000).
114. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 885.
115. Id.
116. Id.
C. Writ Against Judge Hamilton

Like the writ against Judge Oxenhandler, the writ against Judge Hamilton involved a criminal defendant charged with the violation of his probation after the district had categorically excluded services for alleged probation violations.\(^\text{117}\) Instead of appointing the public defender in contravention of the Commission’s regulation, Judge Hamilton appointed O’Brien, a public defender, to represent the defendant in his private capacity “as a member of the local bar.”\(^\text{118}\) The question for the court was whether a judge has the authority to appoint a full-time public defender to represent an indigent defendant in that lawyer’s private capacity.\(^\text{119}\)

First, the court examined section 600.021.2, which provides, “[P]ublic defenders, assistant public defenders, and deputy public defenders . . . shall not otherwise engage in the practice of law except as authorized by this chapter or by commission rule.”\(^\text{120}\) According to O’Brien, section 600.021.2 indicates that public defenders do not have private capacities as lawyers.\(^\text{121}\) Next, the court examined Missouri Supreme Court Rule 31.02(a), which requires trial courts to appoint counsel to represent indigent defendants and which the State contended provided the trial judge with unlimited discretion to appoint O’Brien.\(^\text{122}\) The court agreed with O’Brien, concluding that reading both rules together indicates “the only lawyers a trial judge may appoint in their private capacities are those who are not also public defenders.”\(^\text{123}\)

Further, the court noted that “[n]ot allowing O’Brien to be appointed in his private capacity does not effectively make section 600.021.2 unconstitutional.”\(^\text{124}\) Because Rule 31.02(a) provides trial judges with the authority to appoint almost any attorney from the Missouri Bar, the court determined that the fact that public defenders are excused from such appointments does not

\(^{117}\) Id.; see also supra Part II.C.
\(^{118}\) Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 885; see also supra note 45 and accompanying text.
\(^{119}\) Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 885-86. The Missouri Court of Appeals, Western District, found that “Judge Hamilton lacked the power and abused his discretion” in appointing the public defender as a member of the local bar because according to section 600.021.2 public defenders may only practice law in their official capacity as public defenders. State ex rel. Mo. Pub. Defender Comm’n v. Hamilton, Nos. WD 70327 & WD 70349, 2009 Mo. App. LEXIS 487, at *23-24 (Mo. App. W.D. Apr. 14, 2009) (citing MO. REV. STAT. § 600.021.2 (2000)).
\(^{120}\) Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 885 (alteration in original) (citing MO. REV. STAT. § 600.021.2).
\(^{121}\) Id. at 886.
\(^{122}\) Id. at 885-86 (citing MO. SUP. CT. R. 31.02(a)). The State also contended that “because the . . . public defender’s office was declining to take the case, there was no choice but to appoint O’Brien in his private capacity because the alternative would be to deprive [the indigent defendant] of his constitutional right to counsel.” Id. at 886.
\(^{123}\) Id.
\(^{124}\) Id.
present a constitutional problem. The court held that Judge Hamilton lacked the authority to appoint a full-time public defender in his private capacity as an attorney, and finally turned to the suggested remedies.

D. The Supreme Court of Missouri's Suggested Remedies

The Supreme Court of Missouri acknowledged that Missouri's public defender system suffers from legitimate problems, noting that “[a]s of July 2009, every Missouri public defender office was over its calculated capacity under 18 CSR 10-4.010.” After identifying the Sixth Amendment problems that an overburdened public defender system creates, the court revealed its parallel concern that “public defenders themselves are risking their own professional lives.” The court recognized the significance of such constitutional and ethical concerns, but noted that courts in this situation are “limited by principles that apply to regulatory takings and other deprivations of property without due process of law.”

The court then pointed out its authority to require that lawyers accept their duty as members of the Missouri Bar to perform the public service of representing indigent defendants without compensation. However, because the “troubling question” of providing such lawyers with compensation was not presented in the writ proceedings, the court was able to avoid the regulatory takings and due process issues that inevitably arise under such a scheme.

At this point, the court, working within its limited authority, described the correct approach to 18 CSR 10-4.010 and, as discussed in the following

---

125. Id.
126. Id.
127. Id. at 880; see also supra notes 24-27 and accompanying text.
128. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 880. According to the American Bar Association, lawyers who represent indigent defendants are held to the same standard of competent and diligent representation as all other attorneys. Id. (citing ABA Comm. on Ethics and Prof'l Responsibility, Formal Op. 06-441 (2006) [hereinafter ABA Formal Op. 06-441] (discussing the ethical obligations of lawyers who represent indigent criminal defendants when excessive caseloads interfere with competent and diligent representation)). Nor does any exception to MODEL RULE OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 4 exist in Missouri. Id. For further discussion of the overburdened public defender's ethical dilemma, see Peter A. Joy, Ensuring the Ethical Representation of Clients in the Face of Excessive Caseloads, 75 Mo. L. REV. 771 (2010).
129. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 889.
130. Id.; see Argersinger v. Hamlin, 407 U.S. 25, 42 (1972) (noting the court's obligation to ensure that indigent defendants in criminal cases are afforded counsel); State ex rel. Wolff v. Ruddy, 617 S.W.2d 64, 66-67 (Mo. 1981) (en banc). Missouri attorneys accept this duty to an extent when they are sworn into the Missouri Bar. Wolff, 617 S.W.2d at 66.
131. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 889.
section, suggested potential measures for reducing caseloads that would pass muster under Missouri statutes.\footnote{132. Id. at 887.}

Under 18 CSR 10-4.010, when a district exceeds its maximum caseload for three consecutive months, the district public defender should certify the office as of limited availability.\footnote{133. Id.} The district public defender must then notify the presiding judge and the prosecutors of the unavailability of services.\footnote{134. Id.} Upon receiving this notification, the district public defender, prosecutors, and presiding judge should then confer and work toward an agreement on measures to reduce the demand for public defender services.\footnote{135. Id.}

The court then proceeded to lay out four potential remedies under the rule: (1) the prosecutor may agree to refrain from seeking incarceration in certain cases; (2) all three parties may agree to cases or categories of cases in which the court will appoint private attorneys; (3) the judges may choose not to appoint counsel in certain cases, with the result that those cases would be unavailable for trial or other disposition; or (4) if the judge and prosecutor cannot agree to any resolution, the public defender may make the office unavailable for appointments until the caseload falls below the maximum capacity.\footnote{136. Id.}

The court noted that it had faced a similar problem almost thirty years prior in State ex rel. Wolff v. Ruddy\footnote{137. 617 S.W.2d 64 (Mo. 1981) (en banc).} when insufficient funding impaired the state’s ability to deliver effective representation to indigent defendants.\footnote{138. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 888 n.38.} The Wolff court declared, and the court in the instant decision agreed, that “[a]s a necessary part of this system the accused is entitled to counsel and, where indigent, counsel must be provided. It is our first obligation to secure to the indigent accused all of his constitutional rights and guarantees.”\footnote{139. Id. (quoting Wolff, 617 S.W.2d at 66-67).}

V. COMMENT

While the decision in Pratte appears well reasoned and legally correct, one finds it difficult to see this case as a significant victory for anyone involved. Although the Supreme Court of Missouri recognized that a full-time public defender cannot be appointed in his private capacity, the court ultimately rejected the Missouri Public Defender Commission’s attempt to limit its caseload.\footnote{140. Id. at 890.} In resolving the legal issues presented, the court sidestepped the insufficient funding problem that has long plagued the Missouri public defender system. As a result, an underfunded and overburdened system con-
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continues to limp along without any substantial guidance. To be sure, a significant portion of the decision in Pratte offered suggestions for how the system might limit its caseload within the protocol provided by 18 CSR 10-4.010. However, the questionable workability and effectiveness of these suggestions make it difficult for those involved to see a silver lining. Therefore, it is important to explore the court’s proffered solutions and the implications each option could hold for Missouri’s criminal justice system, public defenders, and individual communities within the state.

A. Prosecutors’ Agreement to Limit Caseload

Under 18 CSR 10-4.010, the public defender, prosecutor, and presiding judge are supposed to confer when the public defender’s office notifies the presiding judge and prosecutor of its impending unavailability due to exceeding the maximum caseload. At this conference, the court suggested, the prosecutor might “agree[] to limit the cases in which the state seeks incarceration.” Under Argersinger v. Hamlin, a defendant may not “be imprisoned for any offense, whether classified as petty, misdemeanor, or felony, unless he was represented by counsel at his trial.” The upshot of Argersinger is that when the prosecutor agrees beforehand not to seek incarceration for certain cases, the public defender is immediately relieved of any duty to represent indigent defendants charged with such offenses. This suggestion would likely save the most money, require the least effort on the state’s part, and avoid much of the potential conflict inherent in other options. After all, there is no constitutional requirement to incarcerate every person that comes into contact with the criminal justice system.

An agreement to limit the cases in which the State seeks incarceration would improve working conditions at the overburdened public defender offices and conserve resources in the underfunded system. First, the public defender would see an immediate reduction in caseloads if the prosecutor agreed to limit the types of cases in which the State seeks incarceration. Next, the collaboration of the prosecutor, presiding judge, and public defender would likely result in a specific agreement, which would enhance predictability and enable a more streamlined system. The public defender could then analyze office statistics and reasonably predict the amount of time that it would be able to reallocate to cases in which the State does seek incarceration. Because of the prosecutor’s agreement, the State would be spared the

141. Id. at 887.
143. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 887.
expense of the public defender’s time, and in the long run would likely be spared the cost of incarcerating defendants charged in the limited category of cases.

Unfortunately, the suggestion is fraught with workability issues. Theoretically, and in the views of the Supreme Court of Missouri and the Commission, a refined agreement should result from a sit-down between the overburdened public defender and the prosecutor, who already retains tremendous control over the existing burden. While such an accord has the potential to grant relief to the overburdened public defender’s office, experience in at least one other state demonstrates that this proposal is unrealistic. For example, prosecutors in Florida deny that a crisis even exists and have spent time and money arguing the issue in court.

It is not a stretch to suggest that prosecutors in Missouri might see the issue in a similar light as those in Florida. Indeed, the St. Louis County prosecutor has argued that the public defenders’ position is “a contrived issue made up to get more money out of the Legislature and less work for themselves.” Additionally, the fact that Missouri’s regulation requires prosecutors to attend the sit-down tends to reveal a presumption that prosecutors would resist giving up any of their discretion. Realistically, prosecutors have little reason to yield to such requests.

146. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 887-88.
147. See Susannah A. Nesmith, Attorneys for Dade’s Poor Vow to Spurn Most Felony Cases, MIAMI HERALD, June 3, 2008, at A1, available at http://www.nlada.org/DMS/Documents/1212499257.33/555857.html. Buddy Jacobs, General Counsel for the Florida Prosecuting Attorneys Association, was quoted as saying, “I hope the public defender will reconsider what we consider to be a rash action . . . [t]hey ought to work within the system rather than manufacture what we consider an unnecessary crisis.” Id. In 2008, a circuit judge issued a ruling that would have lessened the public defenders’ load by almost 11,000 cases a year. See Jordana Mishory, Miami-Dade Public Defender Awaits Ruling, LAW.COM, Feb. 8, 2010, http://www.law.com/jsp/article.jsp?id=1202466622206. The appellate court overturned the ruling, and, as of the time of this Note’s publication, the Supreme Court of Florida has yet to rule on whether it will take jurisdiction of the case. Id. On the other hand, Erin Becker, Senior Deputy Prosecutor for King County, Washington, took it upon herself to limit some minor drug and theft cases to relieve the overburdened and understaffed public defender. Adam Gorlick, Cases Pile Up as Public Defenders Stung by Budget Cuts, STAN. REP., Apr. 1, 2009, http://news.stanford.edu/news/2009/april8/indigent-public-defenders-budget-cuts-040809.html. In Ventura County, California, prosecutors have been treating offenses such as driving without a license and minor drinking in public as infractions instead of misdemeanors. Raul Hernandez, Public Defender’s Office Close to Edge, VENTURA COUNTY STAR, July 19, 2009, http://www.vcstar.com/news/2009/jul/19/public-defenders-office-close-to-edge/.

149. Mo. CODE REGS. ANN. tit. 18, § 10-4.010(2)(C) (2010).
In addition to the public defender’s lack of bargaining power, the suggestion that the parties come to an agreement to limit prosecution is subject to many prosecutors’ need to maintain a “tough-on-crime” image. The lack of tangible incentives for the prosecutor to agree to any limitation threatens to short-circuit the court’s first suggestion prior to any meeting between the parties. Absent a prosecutor’s independent desire to ease the burden on his colleague, indeed his adversary, the required three-party conference lacks the equal bargaining power and incentives necessary to encourage any agreement that would significantly affect the current caseload crisis. In addition to the suggestion that the prosecutor agree to limit the cases in which the State seeks incarceration, the court also proposed a similar agreement regarding the appointment of private attorneys to indigent defendants.150

B. Appointment of Private Attorneys

The court also suggested the participants at the conference “determin[e] cases or categories of cases in which private attorneys are to be appointed.”151 The opinion included extensive discussion regarding a lawyer’s “duty to perform public service without compensation” as a result of his membership in a “public profession.”152 While the courts possess the authority to appoint members of the local bar to represent indigent defendants without pay, such authority is “limited by principles that apply to regulatory takings and other deprivations of property without due process of law.”153

An agreement to appoint private attorneys to represent indigent defendants in certain cases or categories has the potential to alleviate the burden on public defenders to the same degree as a prosecutor’s agreement to limit the cases in which the State seeks incarceration. Again, the participants in the conference could analyze how much time the office spends on each type of case when deciding to designate specific cases for appointment. For example, if an office spends 300 hours every month on probation revocation hearings, the parties could agree to contract that category out to private attorneys. Such appointments would permit the particular office to reallocate around 300 hours of its own time to the remaining caseload. Unlike the suggestion that prosecutors agree to self-limitation, this proposition does not suffer from the same threat of immediate rejection by a prosecutor at odds with the public defender. However, the second suggestion may suffer from its own workabil-

150. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 887.
151. Id.
152. Id. at 889.
153. Id.
ity issues, in that appointed attorneys will inevitably demand payment and ancillary spending is necessary in legal representation.

In Pratte, the court clarified the authority of the trial court and at the same time may have set the stage for the next round of caseload litigation. The court noted that “the only coercive remedy” available to trial courts is their ability to appoint members of the local bar. Although appointing private attorneys to represent indigent defendants troubled the court because the funds simply do not exist, the court managed to avoid the issue because it was not squarely presented in the writ. However, a number of courts in other states have confronted the issue of paying appointed attorneys by mandating that the State increase funding for public defender services.

In a similar public defender crisis case, the Supreme Court of Mississippi explained, “[W]here the Legislature . . . fails to fulfill a constitutional obligation to enable the judicial branch to operate . . . effectively, then . . . the [j]udicial branch has the authority to see that courts do not atrophy.” The Supreme Court of Louisiana has recognized its inherent authority to “do all things reasonably necessary for the exercise of [its] functions.” Similarly to the court in Pratte, the Supreme Court of Louisiana declined to exercise such authority and instead provided the legislature with the opportunity to either act or be acted upon. However, recall that the court in Pratte made clear its reluctance to order the legislature to provide funding. As a result, while Missouri courts may possess the authority to coerce private attorneys to represent indigent defendants, they lack the ability to pay those attorneys. Thus, the court’s only coercive remedy is disconnected from any means of effective implementation. When trial courts begin appointing private attor-

154. The director may appoint members of the private bar if the assigned counsel is paid for his or her work. Mo. Rev. Stat. § 600.042(10) (2000).
155. Missouri has recognized that neither law nor professional ethics require an attorney to “advance personal funds in substantial amounts for the payment of either costs or expenses of the preparation of a proper defense of the indigent accused.” State ex rel. Wolff v. Ruddy, 617 S.W.2d 64, 67 (Mo. 1981) (en banc).
156. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 889.
157. Id.
158. JUSTICE DENIED, supra note 4, at 130-34.
159. State v. Quitman County, 807 So. 2d 401, 409-10 (Miss. 2001) (quoting Hosford v. State, 525 So. 2d 789, 798 (Miss. 1988)). The court recognized that while funding for indigent defense services is traditionally a matter for the legislature, a system funded so poorly that it handicaps the independence and effectiveness of the judiciary may require judicial interference and entitle a system to judicial relief. Id. at 410.
161. Id. at 791.
162. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 890 n.40.
163. See supra text accompanying notes 128-32 (authority to appoint is limited by takings and other regulations).
neys to represent indigent defendants without compensation, a constitutional conflict may, and a statutory conflict inevitably will, present itself: either the attorneys are deprived of compensation, or the defendants are deprived of their right to counsel.

While the first remedy suggested in *Pratte* requires the prosecutor to make a sacrifice in not seeking incarceration, and the second remedy requires the local bar to make a sacrifice in wages, the third and fourth suggestions might be categorized as more of a societal sacrifice.

C. Judges Limit Appointments

As a third alternative, the court suggested that trial court judges could determine "not to appoint any counsel in certain cases (which would result in the cases not being available for trial or disposition)." This option essentially bars the prosecution from pursuing a case if the judge does not appoint counsel. Assuming a defendant does not waive the right to a speedy trial and the State is unable to bring the defendant to trial in a timely manner, the case may result in dismissal. The failure to appoint counsel may also give the indigent defendant the right to seek relief in the appellate court.

The court stated that such a determination by the judge would occur during the conference between the public defender, prosecutor, and judge. However, such a determination would ultimately consist of a unilateral decision by a judge to relieve the local public defender office. On one hand, the unilateral nature of the decision gives the judge an opportunity to dramatically improve the caseloads in a single office without the need to orchestrate an agreement between the prosecutor and public defender. On the other hand, the judge may be hesitant to make substantive decisions about the types of cases in which to decline to appoint counsel. Under this suggested remedy, the public defender stands to benefit greatly depending on the types of cases the judge determines will not receive appointed counsel.


165. The director may appoint members of the private bar if the assigned counsel is paid for his or her work. Mo. Rev. Stat. § 600.042(10) (2000).

166. *Pratte*, 298 S.W.3d at 887.

167. *Id.* at 887 n.36 (citing State v. Newman, 256 S.W.3d 210 (Mo. App. W.D. 2008)).

168. *Id.*

169. *Id.* at 887.

170. *Id.* ("Such measures might include . . . a determination by the judges not to appoint any counsel in certain cases.") (emphasis added).

171. The election pressure that many trial judges in Missouri face might further exacerbate such tension. See Sandra Day O'Connor, Earl F. Nelson Lecture at the University of Missouri Law Review Symposium: The Essentials and Expendables of the Missouri Plan (Feb. 27, 2009), in 74 Mo. L. Rev. 479, 486-87 (2009).
Unfortunately, the danger of allowing the State to charge a person but not appoint counsel stands to outweigh the relief granted to the public defender’s caseload. First, an accused without counsel who does not make bail is at risk of being overlooked by the system or simply prosecuted without counsel. Second, an accused in this situation may be under pressure to waive, or may not know the importance of asserting, his Sixth Amendment right to a speedy trial. The U.S. Supreme Court has held that the determination of whether a defendant’s right to a speedy trial has been violated is made by an evaluation of factors, including “the reason for the delay.”

Even if an indigent defendant asserts his right to a speedy trial in Missouri, he is attempting to force his way into a constitutionally overburdened public defender system. Consequently, if he claims that the State has violated his right to a speedy trial, the “reason for delay” factor likely weighs in the State’s favor. If the defendant chooses not to assert the right to a speedy trial because he has no desire to inject himself into the overburdened system, the “whether the defendant asserted his right” factor weighs in the State’s favor as well.

If such a defendant is required to navigate these pitfalls without the appointment of counsel, as suggested by the court, he will be compelled to sacrifice either his Sixth Amendment right to effective assistance of counsel or his Sixth Amendment right to a speedy trial. While these sacrifices may assist the public defender in meeting the ABA’s standard that “[a] lawyer’s primary ethical duty is owed to existing clients,” the court’s suggestion


173. U.S. CONST. amend. VI. Missouri adopted a “speedy trial” statute to mirror the federal constitutional right. MO. REV. STAT. § 545.780 (2000).

174. Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 530 (1972). Four factors are considered: (1) length of the delay, (2) reason for the delay, (3) whether the defendant asserted his right, and (4) prejudice to the defendant. Id. Missouri considers the same four factors. State v. Kirksey, 713 S.W.2d 841, 844 (Mo. App. E.D. 1986).

175. This factor would favor the State because the delay was due to the State securing another defendant’s constitutional right to adequate counsel.

176. U.S. CONST. amend. VI. “[A] defendant’s failure to take affirmative action seeking a speedy trial constitutes a waiver of that right.” State v. Wright, 476 S.W.2d 581, 585 (Mo. 1972) (quoting State v. Harper, 473 S.W.2d 419, 424 (Mo. 1971) (en banc)).

177. ABA Formal Op. 06-441, supra note 128, at 4.
clearly raises significant concerns for the accused who ends up being a client of no one.

D. The Nuclear Option

The final suggestion from the court, dubbed the "nuclear option" by one member of the Commission,\(^{178}\) requires no agreement and likely will only be used by the public defender as a last resort.\(^{179}\) If the prosecutors and judge cannot come to any agreement and thus do not provide relief to the district office on limited availability status, the regulation "authorizes the public defender to make the office unavailable for any appointments until the caseload falls below the [C]ommission’s standard."\(^{180}\) It is not difficult to see why such a course has been called the nuclear option. However, the court explained that while a district office’s decision to make itself unavailable "prevents the rejection of categories of cases," it still allows the system to "manage its offices and control its caseload."\(^{181}\)

Similar to the suggestion that judges limit appointments, the nuclear option is a unilateral measure reserved to the guided discretion of each office.\(^{182}\) Engaging the "option" would have an immediate positive effect on defendants in the system by providing public defenders with a temporary reprieve from the perpetual bombardment of new cases. Such benefits do not come without cost, however, and two significant concerns arise.

First, while temporarily resolving the caseload crisis in the office, the nuclear option realistically just forces the line of indigent defendants to wait outside. While outside, the accused must weather the elements, including prosecutorial pressure, lack of closure in their cases, and the deterioration of exculpatory evidence. At the same time, nothing prevents the prosecutor from investigating and developing a case against the unrepresented defendant. While some may find it easy to ignore the plight of a defendant in such a situation, everyone ought to realize the harm that a community will suffer if the public defender’s office closes. Like the accused, the community has an interest in presenting its accused with a fair trial, complete with current evi-
dence and quality representation. Communities face the potential harm of guilty people being set free simply because the State was unable to put the person on trial. Finally, the need for closure when a crime is committed is present within a community and its crime victims just as it is within the accused.

Recognizing that the community has a stake in this solution presents a second concern – when an office closes, how should the community respond? The answer is not obvious. The opinion gives no guidance on exactly what judges, prosecutors, and criminal defendants are supposed to do when the public defender denies all appointments. It is unclear if a prosecutor reacting to the “nuclear option” will be forced to dismiss cases and let accused people back into the community before a disposition by the court. It is clear, however, that defendants left out by the “nuclear option” will likely suffer the same consequences as defendants receiving the “Judges Limit Appointments” treatment discussed above. 

Paradoxically, by taking action to guarantee today’s defendant his Sixth Amendment right to counsel, the State guarantees that tomorrow’s defendant suffers the ills that Gideon once aimed to cure.

VI. CONCLUSION

In State ex rel. Missouri Public Defender Commission v. Pratte, the Supreme Court of Missouri recognized, as it has before, the inadequacy of the resources provided for indigent defense services and the court’s unwillingness to compel the legislature to act. Speaking to the problems poor defendants face, Robert Kennedy once said, “The poor man charged with [a] crime has no lobby.” Contrary to Kennedy’s statement – and as unlikely as it may seem – advocates for change in Missouri have been vocal. Judge William Ray Price, Jr., Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Missouri, delivered

---

183. See supra Part V.C.

184. See Sullivan v. Dalton, 795 S.W.2d 389, 391-92 (Mo. 1990) (en banc) (“[T]he primary authority and responsibility for relieving the problem of limited public defense resources remains with the General Assembly.”); State ex rel. Wolff v. Ruddy, 617 S.W.2d 64, 65 (Mo. 1981) (en banc) (“The cupboard is bare.”); State v. Green, 470 S.W.2d 571, 573 (Mo. 1971) (en banc) (“The question is whether the legal profession must continue to bear th[e] burden [of providing gratuitous indigent defense services] alone.”).

185. Pratte, 298 S.W.3d at 873. But see Green, 470 S.W.2d at 577 (Finch, C.J., dissenting) (“[T]he court ha[s] an inherent right to order payment of the attorneys’ fees and expenses as court costs.”).


187. For example, David Webber, University of Missouri Associate Professor of Political Science, has outlined a plan to increase political support for the problems facing the public defender system in Missouri. David Webber, Improving Public Defender System is Predicament for Missouri, COLUMBIA MISSOURIAN, Mar. 18, 2010, http://www.columbiamissourian.com/stories/2010/03/18/column-improving-public-defender-system-predicament-missouri/.
the 2010 State of the Judiciary Address to the Missouri General Assembly and spoke at length about the state’s criminal justice system.188 In his comments, he captured the heart of the issue, stating, “It does no good . . . to arrest criminals if you don’t know what you are going to do with them, or you cannot afford to do what you should with them.”189 The University of Missouri School of Law hosted a symposium in February of 2010 entitled “Broke and Broken: Can We Fix Our State Indigent Defense Systems?,” which brought together a variety of perspectives to publicly address the crisis.190

Beyond merely directing the public’s attention to the crisis, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Missouri has spoken out on the issue, the Governor of Missouri has made a proposal to the legislature, and nationally prominent legal academics have put forth their own suggestions. Chief Justice Price, addressing the Missouri General Assembly, declared the solution to be relatively simple: “[E]ither increase the public defender’s funding or tell the defender who to defend and who not to defend.”191 Chief Justice Price opined that the over-incarceration of nonviolent offenders is the biggest waste of resources in state government, called for a reevaluation of sentencing strategy, and pleaded for an immediate increase in spending in drug courts, which have resulted in “tremendous savings” for the court system.192

Governor Jay Nixon proposed a $2 million increase to the budget of the public defender system for the 2011 fiscal year.193 The proposal is simply for “management of caseload growth” and permits public defenders to use the resources as they see fit to manage their caseloads.194 While expressing gratitude for the “significant down payment on the resources that are needed to fix the system,” Deputy Director of the Public Defender System Cat Kelly noted that “[t]wo million dollars isn’t going to solve all of our problems by any means.”195

Professor Darryl Brown has proposed a system where public defenders funnel greater resources toward the defense of those deemed “likely inno-

189. Id. at 69.
191. Price, supra note 188, at 69.
192. Id. at 70-71.
194. Id.
195. Id.
While the proposal arguably comports with neither the central principle of the right to counsel under the Sixth Amendment nor the rules of professional ethics, the creative solution at least reflects another view on how to address the problem.

The evidence couldn't be clearer: as a direct result of inadequate funding, Missouri's public defenders are struggling to maintain the promise of Gideon. The ink on the Bill of Rights, particularly the Sixth Amendment, fades as each indigent defendant in the system receives lower quality representation than the defendant prior. The U.S. Constitution is not optional, but nevertheless, fulfillment of the Sixth Amendment is left to the legislature in Missouri. As a result, the Supreme Court of Missouri has spoken, the Chief Justice has made requests, the public defenders have pleaded, and the academics have written. The solutions have been put forth – from increased funding to abolishing the death penalty and there is only one party left to act. The Missouri General Assembly must address the overburdened and underfunded indigent defense system in the state, lest they wish to see a decaying system fall to pieces in front of their eyes.


197. Robert P. Mosteller, Protecting the Innocent: Part of the Solution for Inadequate Funding for Defenders, Not a Panacea for Targeting Justice, 75 MO. L. REV 931, 963-64 (2010) (suggesting that Professor Brown's proposed system requires accepting a premise that does not "fit" with the Sixth Amendment and would not garner much support among those who work as defenders).
